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Optimal statistical decision-making with limited resources
Daniel Braun1

Expected utility maximization is the foundation of statistical decision-making, but ignores the problem of limited computational resources. Here we discuss informationtheoretic approaches for decision-making with limited resources including limited sample
size or model uncertainty. We discuss how such limitations can lead to interesting deviations from Bayes-optimal behavior including robustness, the formation of abstractions
and the coupling of perception and action.
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Sparse Bayesian Modelling
Helga Wagner

1

Sparse modelling and variable selection is one of the most important issues in regression
type models, as in applications often a large number of covariates on comparably few
subjects are available. Estimation of regression effects in such large p, small n problems is ill-conditioned: estimated regression effects typically have large standard errors,
estimation results are instable and fitted models have no good predictive performance.
To identify those regressors which have a non-negligible effect, many methods have been
developed, to identify zero regression coefficients.
In a Bayesian approach sparsity can be achieved by specifying appropriate prior distributions on the regression coefficients, which induce shrinkage of small, irrelevant coefficients
to zero. This goal can be accomplished either by absolutely continuous priors with a spike
at zero or by spike and slab priors, which are a mixture of a spike component with small
variance centered at zero and a comparably flat slab. For both types of prior distributions Bayesian inference can be accomplished using MCMC methods.
These types of prior distributions have been employed beyond standard regression models to achieve sparsity in more complex models, e.g. in random effects or state space
models. Using spike and slab priors also on variance and covariance parameters allows to
start with a rather flexible model, e.g. in state space models with time-varying effects of
all potential regressors and classify effects as zero, constant or varying over time during
estimation.
Recently priors have been developed that allow to exploit the structure of predictors,
e.g. the ordering structure of the levels of ordinal predictors or the grouping of variables.
This talk reviews sparse Bayesian modelling in various model classes and discusses how
sparsity in modelling the effect of a categorical predicator can be achieved in a Bayesian
approach.
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Transfer learning and learning with concept drift
Barbara Hammer1

One of the main assumptions of classical machine learning is that data are generated
by a stationary concept. This, however, is violated in practical applications e.g. in the
context of life long learning, for the task of system personalization, or whenever sensor
degradation or non-stationary environments cause a fundamental change of the observed
signals. Within the talk, we will give an overview about recent developments in the field of
learning with concept drift, and we will address two particular challenges in more detail:
(1) How to cope with a fundamental change of the data representation which is caused
e.g. by a misplacement or exchange of sensors? (2) How to deal with drifting concepts
which change either rapidly or smoothly over time, e.g. caused by a non-stationary
environment? We will present novel intuitive distance-based classification approaches
which can tackle such settings by means of suitable metric learning or adaptive memory
concepts, respectively, and we will demonstrate their performance in different application
domains ranging from computer vision to the control of protheses.
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Online Linear Discriminant Analysis for Data Streams
with Concept Drift
Sarah Schnackenberg1 , Uwe Ligges1 , and Claus Weihs1

There are various methods in the literature that adapt and extend classical classification
methods, particularly linear discriminant analysis (LDA), for handling data streams.
Pang et al. (2005) [1] focus on Fisher’s discriminant analysis and use standard formulas
for updating the means and variances iteratively with new observations. The resulting
classification rule is identical to that built on all observations at a time in batch mode:
every data point has the same influence and is assigned the same weight, respectively.
Observing data streams, the underlying distribution of features and/or target variable
may change over time (concept drift [2]). In such a case, exact updates and equal weighting of all observations in the data streams may lead to bad performance of the classifier.
A weighting adapted to the currentness of new observations can prove a better performance.
Kuncheva and Plumpton (2008) [3] deal with an adaptive online version of the canonical
LDA. They also use standard formulas for updating the relevant values. In addition, they
extend the adaptive online version with an option to adjust to concept drift by introducing a fixed or adaptive learning rate. Hence, new observations are assigned different
weights indirectly.
Such methods that adapt to concept drift may lead to a good goodness of fit. Nevertheless, the forecasting quality of the classifier to predict new observations can still be bad
in case the underlying distribution gradually changes further on.
In the talk existing methods for online LDA are extended. Under some assumptions we
estimate a model for the time depending concept drift that is used to predict the forthcoming distribution of the features. The estimated parameters of these distributions are
finally used in the LDA to build the classification rule and hence to predict new observations. In a simulation study we consider different kinds of concept drift and compare
the new extended methods with the methods these are based on.
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Social contact data in endemic-epidemic models and
probabilistic forecasting with surveillance
Sebastian Meyer1 , Johannes Bracher2 , and Leonhard Held2

Routine surveillance of notifiable infectious diseases gives rise to weekly counts of reported cases stratified by region and age group. A well-established approach to the statistical analysis of such surveillance data are endemic-epidemic time-series models (hhh4)
as implemented in the R package surveillance [1]. Autoregressive model components
reflect the temporal dependence inherent to communicable diseases. Spatial dynamics
are largely driven by human travel and can be captured by movement network data or
a parametric power law based on the adjacency matrix of the regions. Furthermore, the
social phenomenon of “like seeks like” produces characteristic contact patterns between
subgroups of a population, in particular with respect to age. We thus incorporate an
age-structured contact matrix in the hhh4 modelling framework to
1. assess age-specific disease spread while accounting for its spatial pattern [2],
2. improve probabilistic forecasts of infectious disease spread [3].
We analyze weekly surveillance counts on norovirus gastroenteritis from the 12 city districts of Berlin, in six age groups, from week 2011/27 to week 2015/26. The following
year (2015/27 to 2016/26) is used to assess the quality of the predictions.
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Monitoring optimization parameter to minimize energy
consumption for carbon emission reduction
Dja Shin Wang1 , Ting-Wei Yeh2 , Tong Yuan Koo2

Machine tools are responsible for environmental impacts owing to their consumption
of electrical energy. Improving energy efficiency of manufacturing processes requires
knowledge about the energy consumption as a function of the machine tool and cutting
process itself. One of the processes widely used in manufacturing is turning. As a result,
many companies are adopting the concept of cleaner production. Cleaner production
relies on the creation of products using systems that do not pollute and conserve natural
resources.
The past research represent that how to section machine tools or scheduling to reduce
idle time for energy consumption. This study control chart to monitor turning process
which monitor surface roughness and energy to know whether the cutting parameters
(depth of cut, feed rate, cutting speed) are maintained on setting or not. It is purpose
to find the outlier and return to check cutting parameter if it is wrong or not. According
to the analysis, control chart for surface roughness is sensitive to feed rate, but it is
not sensitive to depth of cut and cutting velocity. MEWMA control chart is great for
monitoring three cutting parameters. Finding outliers fast and exactly to make turning
process stable, in order to achieve green production for energy efficiency, reducing energy
consumption and reducing pollution.
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Structural Health Monitoring for Resource-efficient Usage
of Fibre-Reinforced Plastic
Sebastian Krey1 , Thomas Bartz-Beielstein1 , Yixi Fu1 and Carolin Gorecki1

Fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP) and other composite materials gain more and more usage
in important industries like automotive, aerospace, or renewable energy. Today the wings
of wind generators, large parts of newly constructed aircrafts and weight critical components of cars are built from different types of fibre-reinforced plastic. While the structure
of these materials permits extremely lightweight design of constructional elements, there
are currently no methods for an easy health monitoring of these complex materials or
for the prediction of the remaining service life. Regular downtimes for resource intensive
manual inspections are the consequences.
Structural Health Monitoring methods for FRP components allow a cost efficient and
secure usage of these materials. The availability of always up to date information about
the condition of the different components permits planning the downtimes for maintenance work as needed instead of fixed service intervals. The usage of ultrasonic waves
induced and measured with piezoelectric elements is one option for the inspection of
these materials. The propagation of ultrasonic waves through the FRP and the distinct
signal changes caused by changing material characteristics can be used for the detection
of damages in the structure.
In this work we present how machine learning methods used on features, which were extracted from the signals detected by piezoelectric sensors, can be used to automatically
detect damages of varying degree in glass-fibre reinforced plastic plates.
We also show how the signal quality increases by implementing the piezoelectric sensors
with a newly developed method directly between the layers of the glass-fibre reinforced
plastic compared to the current state of the art usage of externally applied sensors.
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Sample size estimation for pilot experiments in animal
research using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach
Benjamin Mayer1 , Andreas Allgoewer1

Background: Statistical determination of sample size is mandatory when planning animal
experiments, but usually difficult to implement appropriately. The main reason is that
prior information is hardly available and thus the assumptions made cannot be verified
reliably. This is especially true for pilot experiments. Statistical simulation may help in
these situations.
Methods: We used a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach in order to verify
the assumptions made on different distribution parameters used for power and sample
size calculations in animal experiments. Binomial and normal distributions were simulated for categorical and continuous endpoints, respectively.
Results: The simulations showed that the common application for 5-6 animals per group
for continuous endpoints is reasonable. Even in case of small effect sizes the statistical
power would be sufficiently large (≥ 80%). For categorical outcomes, group sizes should
never remain under 8 animals. Otherwise, a sufficient statistical power cannot be guaranteed, even in case of large effects.
Discussion: The MCMC approach demonstrated to be a useful method for calculating
the sample size in animals studies which are lacking prior data. Of course, the simulation
results particularly depend on the assumptions made on the distributional properties and
effects to be detected, but the same also holds in situations where prior data are available.
MCMC is therefore a promising approach for a profound planning of pilot experiments
in animal research.
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Boosting Functional Regression Models
Sarah Brockhaus1 and David Rugamer1

Functional data, such as curves, trajectories or images, can be found in many scientific
fields. Regression models are a versatile tool for data analysis and various models have
been proposed for regression with functional variables. The R add-on package FDboost
is a flexible toolbox for the estimation of functional regression models by model-based
boosting. It provides the possibility to fit regression models for scalar and functional
response with effects of scalar as well as functional covariates, i.e., scalar-on-function,
function-on-scalar and function-on-function regression models. In addition to mean regression, quantile regression models as well as generalized additive models for location
scale and shape can be fitted with FDboost. Furthermore, boosting can be used in
high-dimensional data settings with more covariates than observations. The methods for
scalar-on-function regression are illustrated with spectrometric data of fossil fuels and
those for functional response regression with a data set including bioelectrical signals for
emotional episodes.
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Tree-Based Modelling of Varying Coefficient Terms
Moritz Berger1 , Gerhard Tutz2 and Matthias Schmid1

Generalized linear and additive models are very efficient tools that are widely applied
to regression problems in various fields of application. A flexible way to appropriatly
capture predictor-response relationships are varying coefficient models, proposed by [1].
The inclusion of varying coefficients is particularly useful if there are several covariates
on different scales that potentially interact with one another.
The principle of varying coefficient models is that the coefficients of the covariates
x1 , ..., xp are allowed to change with the value of other variables z1 , ..., zp , called effect modifiers. It is typically assumed that the effect modifier zj changes the coefficients
of xj through a smooth function of unspecified form, respectively. Several strategies have
been proposed for the estimation of these smooth functions, for example by [2] and [3].
All the traditional approaches have in common that they aim at distinguishing between
varying and non-varying coefficients. Given a specific effect modifier zj one wants to
know if the effect of xj is constant over the whole range of zj or varies across values of
zj . Thus, the effect modifier has to be specified beforehand. Then one determines the
way it modifies coefficients. However, it is often not known which variable is a potential
effect modifier and if more than one effect modifier causes varying coefficients.
To address this issue, we propose a method based on recursive partitioning techniques
that itself identifies the effect modifiers that induce varying coefficients if they are present.
We consider only one set of covariates x1 , ..., xp and assume that the coefficient of each
covariate xj can be modified by all the other variables xm , m ∈ {1, ..., p} \ j. As with
classical trees the coefficients are successively split into two regions and in each region the
coefficient is fitted by a constant. In each step of the algorithm one chooses a coefficient
(corresponding to a covariate), an effect modifier and a corresponding split-point. The
method yields an individual tree for each covariate that shows varying coefficients. If
varying coefficients are present the relevant effect modifiers are selected simultaneously.
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The cutpointr package: Improved and tidy estimation
of optimal cutpoints
Christian Thiele1 , Gerrit Hirschfeld1

Clinicians often use cutpoints or decision-thresholds to decide e.g. whether or not a
patient with a depression score of, say, 20 needs treatment for her or his depression.
The R package cutpointr [1] allows for estimating such optimal cutpoints for binary
decisions by maximizing a specified metric or by using kernel estimation or parametric
distribution-based methods [2, 3]. The latter methods have shown to be preferable to
maximizing a metric empirically, especially in small samples. A few of the most popular
metrics and existing functions [4] are included and user-defined functions for calculating
custom metrics can easily be supplied. Similarly, user-defined cutpoint functions can be
supplied to make use of the package’s plotting and bootstrapping functionality. This
parallelizable routine provides estimates of the cutpoints’ variability and various in- and
out-of-bag performance metrics. cutpointr follows current tidy programming practices
to allow for efficient estimation and use in simulation studies as well as interplay with
functions from the tidyverse. ROC curves, precision recall plots and further data can be
plotted using convenient built-in functions. In terms of speed and scalability, cutpointr
compares favorably to existing solutions. We also discuss future plans for cutpointr,
specifically a Shiny-interface to make the package more accessible.
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mlrFDA: an R toolbox for functional data analysis
Laura Beggel*,1,2 ,Xudong Sun*,1 ,Bernd Bischl1

In functional data analysis, measurements are taken over a continuous space and thus
features are intercorrelated across domain. Most regular machine learning toolboxes fail
to take this property into consideration. We present mlrFDA, an R toolbox for functional data analysis and benchmarking. The package’s functionality comprises regression
and classification of functional data and is applicable to one or multidimensional functional data with varying functional measurement lengths. State-of-the-art functional
data analysis methods such as Functional Linear Array Model [1] and Functional Generalized Additive Models [2] are included. Since mlrFDA is integrated into the open source
machine learning toolbox mlr [3] it also inherits mlr’s full functionality for benchmarking and hyperparameter optimization. The structure of mlrFDA and its use cases will be
presented, and a first benchmarking result on several open access functional data sets
will be demonstrated.
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batchtools: Parallelization on high-performance computing
clusters with R
Michel Lang1

The R package batchtools is the successor of the R package BatchJobs [1]. It provides
an implementation of a Map-like operation for a variety of parallel backends: (i) Local execution in the current or externally spawned R session, (ii) Local parallel execution (using parallel or snow), (iii) Execution on loosely connected machines via SSH,
(iv) Docker Swarm, (v) IBM Spectrum LSF, (vi) OpenLava, (vii) Univa Grid Engine
(formerly Oracle Grind Engine and Sun Grid Engine), (viii) Slurm Workload Manager,
and (ix) TORQUE/PBS Resource Manager.
The communication between the master and the computational nodes is kept as simple as possible and relies solely on a shared file system. An in-memory database keeps
track of the computational status of all jobs. Unique job seeds ensure reproducibility
across systems, log files can conveniently be searched using regular expressions and jobs
can be annotated with arbitrary tags. Jobs can be chunked (i.e., merged into one technical cluster job) to be executed as one virtual job on a node (executed sequentially or
using multiple local CPUs) in order to reduce the overhead induced by job management
and starting/stopping R. All in all, the provided tools allow users to work with many
thousands or even millions of jobs in an organized and efficient manner.
The batchtools package also comes with an abstraction mechanism to assist in conducting large-scale computer experiments. The mechanism is similar to the package
BatchExperiments [1] which batchtools now also supersedes. This extension is especially suited for (but not restricted to) benchmarking machine learning algorithms. For
this purpose, the mlr package [2] implements the function batchmark() which utilizes
batchtools to conveniently conduct large benchmark studies in parallel.
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The betaboost package – a boosting framework to estimate
and select models for bounded outcomes like Health
Related Quality of Life data
Andreas Mayr1,2 , Leonie Weinhold2 , Benjamin Hofner3 , Stephanie Titze4 , Olaf Gefeller1 ,
Matthias Schmid2

The analysis of bounded outcomes like the ones resulting from commonly used Health
Related Quality of Life scales is a widely discussed issue [1]. Furthermore, modern
epidemiological studies often collect vast amounts of data, leading to large numbers of
potential explanatory variables [2]. The methodological challenges in this context are
two-fold: (i) the bounded outcome makes traditional statistical modelling approaches
problematic and (ii) the classical statistical inference methods become unfeasible in the
presence of high-dimensional data. With the betaboost package, we present a statistical
software tackling both issues by incorporating flexible approaches for beta regression in
a model-based boosting framework [3].
In our software, two different variants for beta-regression are implemented: while classical beta regression focuses on modelling the expected value via the mean parameter, an
extended version additionally models the precision parameter based on covariates in the
spirit of distributional regression [4].
Our software incorporates a boosting algorithm [3] which is originally a machine learning
approach but was later adapted to estimate statistical models [5]. An inherent advantage
of these statistical boosting algorithms [6] is that they (i) can deal with high-dimensional
data, (ii) are able to simultaneously select the most influential predictors from a potentially large amount of candidate variables, (iii) still yield statistical models that are in
the same way interpretable as if they were estimated via classical approaches and (iv)
allow to incorporate different type of predictor effects (e.g., linear, non-linear, spatial).
With the betaboost package, we provide a powerful tool for the analysis of bounded
outcomes while incorporating automated data-driven variable selection.
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Variational Inference for high dimentional factor copulas
Hoang Nguyen1 , Concepcion Ausin1 , Pedro Galeano1

Vine copula is a graphical tool used to derive the dependence structure of variables.
Based on coupling the bivariate and modelling the relationship, the vine generalizes a
tree structure among them [1]. However, the number of parameters as well as the form of
tree vine becomes explosive in high dimensional setting. Alternatively, factor copulas ([2],
[3])as the truncated C-vines rooted at the latent variables are proposed for tackling the
problem. As in any factor model setting, it is assumed that each variables is affected by
some common latent factors. We employ the Variational Bayesian approximation [4] to
estimate the different specifications of the factor copula models. Conditional on the latent
factors, variables become independent which allows the algorithm to run in a parallel
setting. Besides, the independence assumption of the latent models also reduces the
computational burden for the conditional posterior distribution. We could also choose the
best type of copulas using the model selection criteria. The algorithm is fast implemented
in C++ and the result is easy extracted to R.
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Variable Selection and Allocation in Joint Models for
Longitudinal and Time-to-Event Data via Boosting
Elisabeth Waldmann1 , Andreas Mayr1,2

Joint Models for longitudinal and time-to-event data have gained a lot of attention in
the last few years as they are a helpful technique to approach a data structure common in clinical studies where longitudinal outcomes are recorded alongside event times
[1]. Those two processes are often linked and the two outcomes should thus be modeled jointly in order to prevent the potential bias introduced by independent modelling.
Commonly, joint models are estimated in likelihood based expectation maximization or
Bayesian approaches using frameworks where variable selection is problematic and which
do not immediately work for high-dimensional data. A boosting algorithm rendered possible the selection of covariates even in high-dimensional settings [2]. This contribution
extends this algorithm to the automated variable allocation. This approach is necessary
when there is no prior knowledge available on the question which dependent variable the
individual covariates have influence on.
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Model-Based Recursive Partitioning for Stratified and
Personalised Treatment Effect Estimation
Heidi Seibold1 , Achim Zeileis2 , Torsten Hothorn1

Established statistical methods for the analysis of randomised experiments with two
treatment groups estimate a universal (i.e. constant) treatment effect that applies to all
subjects observed and – even more importantly – to all future subjects. Common use
cases are clinical trials where patients are assigned to standard care vs. a new treatment
or A/B testing where website users see different versions of a website.
We propose model-based trees [1] and model-based random forests [2] as a way to relax
the assumption that all subjects have the same treatment effect and estimate stratified
or personalised treatment effects that depend on characteristics of the subject, e.g. the
biomarkers of a patient or the user history of a website user.
The R package model4you [3] provides a simple user interface that allows the user to
define the model estimating the overall treatment effect and then partition this model.
The model is easy to define, since it is the model that has been used historically and for
clinical trials it is already defined in the study protocol. The stratified and personalised
models can be visualised and are easy to interpret.
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Incorporation of historical data in clinical trials using
robust prior
Katharina Hees1 and Meinhard Kieser1

Recruiting sufficient patients within an acceptable time horizon is an issue for most
clinical trials and is especially challenging in the field of rare diseases. It is therefore an
attractive option to include historical data from previous (pilot) trials in the analysis of
the current study thus reducing the recruitment burden. Various Bayesian methods for
the incorporation of historical information in present trials have been proposed in the
literature. In case that the current data match sufficiently well with the historical data,
these approaches lead to increased power. However, if this assumption is not met, the
gain in power may be much smaller than expected while at the same time a type I error
inflation occurs. Therefore, so-called robust prior distributions are well-suited since in
case of a prior-data conflict they down-weight the extent to which the historical data is
incorporated. When planning the sample size for trials incorporating historical data, not
only the type I error rate, the power, and the treatment group difference but additionally
the variance and the weight of the historical data have to be specified. However, there
is usually some uncertainty in the planning phase about the value of these nuisance
parameters. We present methods for blinded and unblinded sample size recalculation in
the setting of two-arm superiority trials with historical control data where the variance –
and in the unblinded setting additionally the extent to which the historical information
is incorporated – is estimated mid-course and the sample size is recalculated accordingly.
The operating characteristics of these methods are investigated in terms of actual type
I error rate, power, and expected sample size. Application is illustrated with a clinical
trial example in patients with systemic sclerosis, a rare connective tissue disorder.
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Supervised and unsupervised machine-learning methods
for pain research
Jörn Lötsch1,2 and Alfred Ultsch3

Along with the increasing molecular and clinical knowledge pathomechanisms of disease, the data acquired during biomedical research become increasingly complex. This
poses challenges on the bioinformatical analytics that are increasingly accommodated
by current developments in machine learning. In the present study, a complex data set
acquired during phenotype assessment of human sensitivity to pain was analyzed. Local
UV-B irradiation and capsaicin application as experimental models of heat hyperalgesia
of the skin were assessed in 82 healthy subjects using a variety of noxious stimuli. The
hypersensitization effects were assessed with a clinically established quantitative sensory
testing (QST) battery [1]. Supervised machine-learned analysis implemented as random
forests [2] followed by computed ABC analysis [3] pointed at heat pain thresholds as
the most relevantly affected of the nine QST parameters. Decision tree analysis of the
CART style [4] indicated that in particular UV-B additionally modulated the sensitivity
to cold. The emergent self-organizing feature map (ESOM) [5] was used as unsupervised machine-learning technique to identify pain response subgroups. It was possible to
present a whole biomedical study on a Kohonen map [5] enhanced by a U-matrix [6]. The
results were biologically plausible with respect to both, underlying molecular mechanisms
and sex differences in pain sensitivity. The analysis of a complete biomedical study was
possible by combining supervised and unsupervised machine-learned methods.
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How feature selection in multi-class classifier systems
affects the prediction of diagnostic phenotypes
Robin Szekely1,2 , Ludwig Lausser1 , Lyn-Rouven Schirra1,3 and Hans A. Kestler1

Machine learning algorithms for high-dimensional molecular profiles are often modified
by internal feature selection processes. The corresponding feature signature can stratify the training process of a classifier and often provides insight in the background of
a specific diagnostic task. By identifying various molecular causes of a disease, feature
selection can be regarded as a basis for modern analysis methods such as being used in
precision medicine or personalized medicine [1].
We compare two schemes for incorporating feature selection processes in multi-class classifier systems. Both schemes operate on the level of the individual base classifier of a
classifier system. They are analyzed in combination with the well known One-against-One
and One-against-All strategies [3]. The stability of feature selections [2] and the overall
generalization ability are evaluated in 10 × 10 cross-validation experiments with a linear
support vector machine on eight publicly available microarray multi-class datasets.
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A multi-criteria approach to find predictive and sparse
models with stable feature selection for highdimensional
data
Andrea Bommert1 , Jörg Rahnenführer1 , and Michel Lang1

Finding a good predictive model for a high-dimensional data set is often challenging. For
genetics’ data, it is not only important to find a model with high predictive accuracy,
but it is also important that this model uses only few features and that the selection of
these features is stable. This is because in bioinformatics’ applications, the models are
used not only for prediction but also for drawing biological conclusions, which makes the
interpretability and reliability of the models crucial. We suggest using three criteria when
fitting a predictive model to a high-dimensional data set: the classification accuracy, the
stability of the feature selection, and the number of chosen features.
As it is unclear which measure is best for evaluating the stability of a model, we first
compare a variety of stability measures. We find that for the stability assessment behaviour of these measures it is most important if a measure contains a correction term for
large numbers of chosen features. While the uncorrected measures show a very similar
stability assessment behaviour, the results for the corrected measures differ noticeably.
Then, we analyse Pareto fronts to find models that perform well considering all three
target criteria. We conclude that it is possible to find models with a stable selection
of few features without losing much predictive accuracy compared to models fitted only
considering the classification accuracy.
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Adaptive penalization for high-dimensional regression
and classification with non-exchangeable features
Britta Velten1 ,Wolfgang Huber1

Penalization schemes like LASSO [1] or Ridge regression are routinely used to regress a
response of interest on a high-dimensional set of features. Commonly used approaches
assume that the features are exchangeable: the same penalty factor is used for each model
coefficient. In many applications, however, additional information is available about the
features. Such information can include structural knowledge (e.g., feature sets comprising multiple data types and data qualities, such as in biology: transcriptome, genome,
epigenome) and/or different prior probabilities for different feature classes (e.g., based on
gene or pathway annotation or prior studies). We present a hierarchical Bayesian model
that enables differentially penalizing groups of features based on external covariates and
adapts the penalty to the information content of each group in a data-driven way. In
an application to drug response prediction for cancer patients from multiple ‘omic data
types [2], the method identifies meaningful differences between ‘omic data types. Using
available covariates extends the range of applications of penalized regression, improves
model interpretability and can improve prediction performance.
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Variable selection for model-based gradient boosting
using random probes
Tobias Hepp1 , Janek Thomas2 , Andreas Mayr1,2 , Bernd Bischl2

Variable selection in regularized regression models like the lasso or gradient boosting
algorithms is usually controlled by method-specific tuning-parameters that define the
degree of penalization. While these parameters are commonly determined using resampling strategies like cross-validation, bootstrapping and similar methods, their focus on
minimizing the prediction error often results in the selection of many variables without
true effect on the outcome [1].
Therefore, we propose a new method to determine the optimal number of iterations in
model-based boosting for variable selection [2] inspired by probing, a method used in
related areas of machine learning research [3]. The general notion of probing involves the
artificial inflation of the data with random noise variables, so-called probes or shadow
variables. Using the first selection of a shadow variable as stopping criterion, the algorithm is applied only once without the need to optimize any hyperparameters in order
to extract a set of informative variables from the data, thereby making its application
very fast and simple in practice. Furthermore, simulation studies show that the resulting models tend to be more strictly regularized compared to the ones resulting from
cross-validation, thereby substantially reducing the high number of false discoveries.
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High-Dimensional Variable Selection via Low-Dimensional
Adaptive Learning
Christian Staerk1 , Maria Kateri1 and Ioannis Ntzoufras2

Nowadays one often faces the challenging scenario in which high-dimensional data is observed. In a high-dimensional setting, where the number of explanatory variables p is
possibly much larger than the sample size n, one is particularly interested in variable
selection in order to identify a sparse and interpretable model.
In this talk we give a short and selective overview of variable selection methods which
have been proposed in the recent past. In particular, we contrast `1 and `0 -type regularization methods. While `1 -type methods like the Lasso [1] are computational efficient
due to their convexity, they typically require quite strong conditions on the design matrix
for variable selection consistency. On the other hand, `0 -type methods like the recently
proposed Extended Bayesian Information Criterion [2] can be shown to be variable selection consistent under mild conditions, but they lead to combinatorial and in general
NP-hard optimization problems.
We therefore propose an Adaptive Subspace method (AdaSub) which aims at identifying
the best model with respect to an `0 -type selection criterion [3], [4]. AdaSub is based
on the idea of adaptively solving low-dimensional sub-problems in order to provide a
solution to the original high-dimensional problem. We show that the particular form
of adaptive learning can be motivated in a Bayesian way. Furthermore, we analyse the
limiting properties of AdaSub. In particular, we show that AdaSub converges to the best
model according to the criterion used, provided that the so-called ordered importance
property (OIP) is satisfied.
In a simulation study we compare the performance of AdaSub with other well-known
variable selection methods. Finally we illustrate the application of AdaSub on highdimensional real data examples with ten thousands of explanatory variables.
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Using generalized additive models for CNV detection
on multi gene panels
Corinna Ernst1 , Eric Hahnen1 , Andreas Beyer2 and Rita K. Schmutzler1

Targeted sequencing, which is restricted to the exons of genes known or assumed to be
implicated in a special phenotype, decreases costs, storage requirements, and computation times significantly in comparison to whole genome and whole exome approaches.
Hence, so-called multi gene panel approaches have become a widely-used tool in clinical
diagnostics. Targeted sequencing data is typically characterized by strong biases based
on local mappability, GC-content, and further factors affecting capture efficiency. Recent studies revealed that existing tools for copy number variation (CNV) detection on
targeted sequencing data – which are mainly designed for the purposes of whole exome
approaches exclusively – are not fully able to face these difficulties as they show a notable
lack of accuracy and robustness.
We present an approach for CNV detection which is tailored to the challenges of multi
gene panel analysis. Our method relies on a generalized additive model (GAM), which
models obsrved read count frequencies as a product of two smooth functions. Input data
is assumed to consist of mapped reads originating from m, m ≥ 30 samples which are
captured on the same gene panel, and to be re-aligned around indels and filtered for
duplicates. Inter-sample normalization occurs position-wise as proposed by Anders and
Huber [1] for the aim of RNA-seq data normalization.
Genome-wide generalized additive models (GAMs) have recently been shown to comprise
a powerful tool for the identification of ChIP-Seq peaks and genomic regions of aberrant
methylation [2]. We present a GAM which models the mean of observed read counts as a
product of two smooth functions, namely, a generic background function that contributes
to all m samples and a sample-specific smooth function. The latter function is used for
final CNV calling. It is assumed to deviate significantly from zero in case a CNV exists.
We validated our approach on 96 samples that were analyzed on the diagnostic TruRiskTM
gene panel comprising 48 genes known or assumed to be implicated in hereditary breast
and/or ovarian cancer. We compared the performance of our method to the performance of two other tools adapted to CNV analysis on targeted sequencing data, namely,
CnvHunter [3] and ExomeDepth [4]. Evaluation revealed that our approach achieves
sensitivities and specificities higher or close to the values achieved by existing tools.
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High-dimensional genome-wide association studies (GWAS):
A field for data restructuring?
Pascal Schlosser1 and Anna Kottgen1

With transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and other Omics reaching large population based cohorts, the field of GWAS reached a new dimension. Instead of one GWAS of
a clinical outcome, a study might perform hundreds of thousands of independent GWAS
with Omics-like outcomes, which further have unknown and complex covariance structures.
In the context of metabolomics, we propose to restructure outcomes by an unsupervised
clustering approach. Thereby, the multiple testing burden can be strongly reduced due
to existing correlation structures. Moreover, technical noise can be reduced under the
assumption that it is independent of the metabolites given their asigned cluster.
In the German Chronic Kidney Disease (GCKD) study, 1221 European ancestry individuals were genotyped with the Illumina Omni2.5exome chip followed by HRC imputation,
and had 1382 metabolites quantified in urine using the HD4 Metabolon platform.
Many potentially genetically regulated biological processes can be described by ratios
and other elementary terms of these metabolites. Using the set of metabolites and all
their probable combinations, we first identify modules by several clustering techniques.
These include hierarchical clustering, Netboost, a boosting-based filtered version of hierarchical clustering, and k-means clustering. Subsequently GWAS are performed with
summary statistics of modules as outcomes. Principal component measures as well as
basic means and medians are considered.
We evaluate the presented approaches by their statistical performance using positive controls and cross validation. Further benchmarking criteria are the identification of known
biological pathways and the potential to de-orphanize unnamed metabolites.
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Accelerating the Detection of Ordinal Structures
Lyn-Rouven Schirra1,2 , Ludwig Lausser1 , Florian Schmid1 and Hans A. Kestler1

Supervised classification algorithms are mainly designed for the identification of patterns
that allow an accurate discrimination of semantically meaningful classes. They typically
operate on an abstract level in which classes (verbal concepts or categories) are replaced
by nominal variables without taking into account their interpretation. Knowledge about
the semantic relationships between the analyzed concepts are typically neglected.
One exception to this scheme are ordinal classifiers, which take into account an assumed ordering of the classes (e.g. small ≺ medium ≺ large). The ordering is treated as
external domain knowledge and will guide the training process of the classifier system.
We have previously shown that ordinal classifier cascades can be used for screening for
unknown ordinal relationships [1].
In this study we introduce a novel enhancement of the aforementioned method. The
new Cascades algorithm can significantly reduce the computational effort to detect
ordinal structures in the data. By utilizing upper bounds of classwise sensitivities we
are able to filter unsuitable cascades at an early stage. Thus, in comparison to the old
method, fewer class cascades have to be tested in order to find ordinal cascades.
In this study we examined the ability of the new algorithm to detect ordinal relations in
the class structure on artificial generated data. Subsequently we evaluated the method
on real publicly available data from different domains [2,3].
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Ordinal Forests: A versatile tool for ordinal regression
Roman Hornung1

In many fields of application, including life sciences, it is sometimes of interest to predict
the value of an ordinal response variable. However, there exists few ordinal regression
methods, that is, regression methods that take the ordinal nature of such variables adequately into account. Ordinal response variables are often treated as nominal variables,
applying prediction techniques for binary target variables to all possible pairs of classes
of the ordinal response variable.
With Ordinal Forests (OF) we present a method for ordinal regression with highdimensional and low-dimensional data that is able to predict the values of the ordinal target
variable for new observations and at the same time estimate the relative widths of the
classes of the ordinal target variable. Using a (permutation-based) variable importance
measure it is moreover possible to rank the importances of the covariates. The concept
of OF is based on the following assumption that also justifies the well-known ordered
probit model: There exists a (possibly latent) refined continuous variable y ∗ underlying
the observed ordinal variable y (y ∈ 1, ..., J), where y ∗ determines the values of y. The
functional relationship between y ∗ and y takes the form of a monotonically increasing
step function.
In the context of conditional inference trees, for situations in which the intervals in y ∗
that define the classes of y are available, Hothorn et al. (2006) suggest to use — as a
metric target variable — the midpoints of these intervals. The idea of considering the
midpoints of these intervals is used in OF as well. However, importantly, we consider
the common situation in which the intervals are not available. The main concept of OF
is the following: choose the intervals in y ∗ corresponding to the different classes of y
by maximizing the prediction performance of a standard regression forest that uses the
interval midpoints. Subsequently, construct a regression forest that uses the midpoints of
the optimized intervals. The performance of OF is assessed using both real and simulated
data. OF is implemented in our R package ordinalForest available on CRAN.
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A Common Framework and Software Package for the
Inclusion and Selection of Covariates in Bradley-Terry
Models
Gunther Schauberger1

In paired comparison models, the inclusion of covariates can be an interesting tool to
account for the heterogeneity of preferences and to investigate which characteristics determine the preferences of certain subjects for the compared objects. Nevertheless, the
inclusion of covariates is rarely treated and most existing methods are restricted to only
few variables. The main topic of this talk is to propose a coherent framework that allows
for the inclusion of all possible types of covariates. There are three different types of
covariates that can occur in paired comparisons, the covariates can either vary over the
subjects, the objects or both the subjects and the objects of the paired comparisons. For
each type of covariate, appropriate penalty terms are proposed. The penalty terms allow
for sparser models and facilitate the interpretation of the covariate effects. For example,
fusion penalties are applied to find clusters of objects with equal covariate effects or to
eliminate covariates from the model. The whole framework is implemented in the Rpackage BTLLasso [3]. The framework is illustrated by different application, for example
to German election data [1] or data from the German Bundesliga [2,4].
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Sparse kernel deep stacking networks
Thomas Welchowski1 and Matthias Schmid1

Kernel deep stacking networks (KDSNs) [1] are a novel method for supervised learning
in biomedical research. Belonging to the class of deep learning methods, KDSNs use
multiple layers of non-linear transformations to derive abstractions of the input variables
[2]. This architecture can efficiently represent complex nonlinear dependencies in the
joint distribution of the inputs and the response variable [3]. While training of deep
artificial neural networks usually involves the optimization of a non-convex problem, often
implying local optima and slow convergence, KDSNs are characterized by an efficient
fitting procedure that is based on a series of kernel ridge regression models with closedform solutions.
Sparse kernel deep stacking networks (SKDSNs) extend the KDSN framework by tools
for variable selection and dropout [4]. Variable selection is included into a two step
procedure with the non-linear association measure randomized dependence coefficient
[5]. Preselection searches for sets of variables by genetic algorithms. Internal selection is
used within tuning to determine an optional cut-off based on rank scores of all remaining
variables. Dropout randomly removes parts of the random Fourier transformation matrix,
which results in more flexible sparse nonlinear transformations of the input space.
Tuning of SKDSNs is a challenging task due to the multiple hyper-parameters that have
to be specified before network fitting. Specifically, we proposed a data-driven tuning
strategy for SKDSNs that is based on model-based optimization (MBO) [6]. A metamodel estimates the relationship between the hyper-parameter space and a specified
loss function. Simulation studies show that the MBO approach is substantially faster
than traditional grid search strategies. Analysis of real data sets demonstrates that
MBO-tuned SKDSNs are competetive to other state-of-art machine learning techniques
in terms of prediction accuracy. The fitting and tuning procedures are implemented in
the R package kernDeepStackNet.
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The applications of FAM (fail assessment method) in
dynamic data analysis
Albasher Shareif1

FAM (fail assessment method) is a modern technique that is useful in a decision making
process, to evaluate the performance or the day-by-day functionality of objects (individuals, things, persons, resources, products, plants, etc.)[1]. Via the FAM we can use
different assessment methods to measure the development and changes of objects and elements to use them via series of steps and integrated systems for analyzing each dynamic
element of data depending on its characteristics which can be collected periodically from
different sources, then analyzing these waves of dynamic data for the evaluating the performance, limits of fails, development process and other assessments.
This work presents the concept and uses of FAM and its systems -as an assistant methodin big data and dynamic analysis, with a case study about studying the stability of electricity prices for each period of time during one day (24 hours).
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Extending joint models in terms of gradient boosting
algorithms
Colin Griesbach1 , Andreas Mayr1 , Elisabeth Waldmann1

Joint models turned out to be a powerful approach to analysing data where event times
are measured alongside a longitudinal outcome and were first suggested by Wulfsohn
and Tsiatis [3]. The idea is to combine a longitudinal and a survival model via a shared
predictor ls used in both original models while a parameter α quantifies their relation.
Thus the longitudinal part has the form
y = ηl (x) + ηls (x, t) + ,
where ηl denotes a strictly longitudinal predictor and  an error term. On the other
hand, the survival part is described by the hazard function
λ(t|α, ηs (x), ηls (x, t)) = λ0 exp(ηs (x) + αηls (x, t))
with constant baseline hazard λ0 , a survival predictor ηs and the α-scaled predictor ηls
reappearing in the survival submodel. To fit a basic joint model efficiently, Waldmann
et al. [2] presented for the case ηs ≡ 0 a gradient boosting algorithm based on statistical
boosting methods for longitudinal data in multiple dimensions discussed in [1]. Aim of
this work is to extend the algorithm suggested in [2] by incorporating the predictor ηs ,
hence a set of covariates, which are independent of the longitudinal structure, is added.
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Extensions of Mixture Models for Ordinal Responses
Micha Schneider1 and Gerhard Tutz1

Mixture Models provide the opportunity to model discrete human choices as a combination of preference and uncertainty structure. In CUB models [2] the preference is
represented by shifted binomial random variables and the uncertainty by a discrete uniform distribution.
We extend this approach to a much wider class of models by using the cumulative model
for the preference structure [4] and the beta-binomial distribution for the uncertainty
structure [5]. The resulting model allows to distinguish between a tendency to middle
categories and a tendency to extreme categories. The model is estimated by using the
EM algorithm [1].
It is demonstrated that severe bias might occur if inadvertently the uniform distribution
is used to model uncertainty. An application to attitudes on the performance of health
services for European countries illustrates the advantages of the more flexible model.
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Sample Size Calculation with Unequal Group Sizes in
Dunnett’s Testing
Marcus Vollmer1

Background:
Dunnett’s T3 procedure[1] is a standard statistical test when comparing multiple treatment groups to the same reference group, e.g. in animal experiments by comparing
different immunized mice with a control group. Interestingly, in animal experiments
equal sample sizes have been frequently proposed. However, the same statistical power
can be achieved by unequally distributed group sizes with a reduction of the total sample size. Currently, two packages are available in R [2, 3] to perform the special testing
problem with unequal group sizes. The computation of the p-values includes the consideration of a multidimensional t-distribution and the adjustment for multiple testing.
Unfortunately, a procedure for sample size estimation is missing.
Methods & Results:
For sample size estimation, we developed a method to derive unequal group sizes while
assuming different effect sizes (different means and unequal variances). The method minimizes the number of animals needed in such experiments while performing Dunnett’s
T3 procedure. The minimal set of group sizes was derived using a genetic algorithm on
Monte Carlo experiments. A necessary statistical power of 80% has been used within
our calculations and a practical example is given. Furthermore, for quick assessment in
sample size estimation, a table of optimal sets of group sizes has been generated involving
different effect sizes and numbers of comparative groups.
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Mathematical modelling of the behaviour of cofilin-1
in pancreatic cancer
Silke D. Kühlwein1,2 , Julian Schwab1,2 , Malte Buchholz3 , Hans A. Kestler1

Mathematical modelling can support biological research by generating hypotheses. Here,
moderate size models are faster and cheaper than laboratory experiments and they can
give a first hint about phenotypes, cell populations or the outcome of overexpression or
knockdown experiments. However, the challenge in modelling biological pathways is that
often only qualitative knowledge is available.
Boolean network models are the simplest kind of dynamic models. They can be applied,
when only qualitative knowledge is available. Nevertheless, these in silico models are able
to recapitulate complex biological signalling pathways. The simplicity of Boolean network models arises through the assumption that genes are considered as either expressed
(ON/1) or not expressed (OFF/0). All regulatory influences on a gene coming from
intensive literature search are summarised in its Boolean function. The set of Boolean
functions can further be used to determine the subsequent state of all components within
the model [1]. Cyclic recurring states, called attractors, describe the long-term behaviour
of the model. In biological context attractors can be related to phenotypes [2].
Pancreatic cancer is one of the most lethal cancer in developed countries with a five year
survival rate of less than 5 % [3]. The actin severing protein cofilin-1 is overexpressed
in pancreatic cancer. This correlates with high invasivness and poor prognosis [4]. Here,
we introduce a Boolean network model describing the behaviour of cofilin-1 in pancreatic
cancer cells to identify potential causes leading to the progression and invasiveness of
pancreatic cancer.
Biological networks have an error-tolerant architecture with a scale-free topology [5].
Therefore, they are considered to be robust. Computer-intensive studies compared the
robustness of the cofilin-1 model with randomly generated models. Thereby, we could
show that the cofilin-1 model is more robust against perturbation in Boolean functions
as well as perturbations of states. The scale-free topology of biological networks is comparable to a fast concentration of states from different state transitions in a Boolean
network and results in a high Gini index. This was the case for the cofilin-1 model and
further underlines the biological representative of the cofilin-1 model. In addition, first
wet lab experiments could already support our model.
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Simulation of regulatory processes with qualitative networks
their acceleration on specilaized hardware
Julian D. Schwab1,2 , Michael Kühl3 , Malte Buchholz4 , Hans A. Kestler1

In Systems Biology mathematical models are often used to gain insights into cellular
pathways and regulatory networks. If only qualitative knowledge is available, Boolean
networks (BN) can provide important insights into the dynamic behavior of complex
regulatory systems. BN, introduced by Stuart Kauffman in 1969 [1], describe regulatory processes in biology using two-valued logic. A regulatory factor is represented by
a Boolean variable x ∈ {true, f alse}. The dependencies between different regulatory
factors can be expressed using Boolean functions (AND, OR, NOT). Synchronous BN
are defined by a set of Boolean variables X = {x1 , ..., xn } and a set of Boolean functions
F = {f1 , ..., fn } corresponding to the n factors in the modeled regulatory network. The
state of a BN at a time t is defined as x(t) = (x1 (t), ..., xn (t)) - the values of all n factors
in the network at that point in time. This results in 2n possible states of a BN with n
regulatory factors [2]. A state transition is performed by applying all transition functions
at the same time.
One key aspect in the analysis of BN is the simulation of the systems longterm behavior.
State transitions from each state in the network eventually lead to a recurrent cycle of
states. These attractors describe the longterm behavior of BNs and are associated to
biological phenotypes [2, 3]. To search the network for all attractors, the search algorithm has to be executed from each of the 2n possible states in the network. This leads
to an exponential growth O(2n ) of computation time and memory consumption for an
exhaustive attractor search [4].
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) are reprogrammable integrated circuits. These
chips are based on configurable logic blocks and programmable interconnects. The logic
blocks encapsulate Flip-Flops and lookup table circuits (LUTs) for implementing Boolean
functions [5].
We implemented an attractor search algorithm on an FPGA to accelerate the search
process. The acceleration is based on 1) the ability to program Boolean functions on
register-transfer-level allows for fast state transitions and 2) the FPGAs capability for
massive parallelization accelerates the attractor search process in comparison to a software based solution. We report on an acceleration of the attractor search process in
orders of magnitude compared to software-based solutions.
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Transfer Learning for Invariant Biomarker Selection
Gunnar Völkel1 , Ludwig Lausser1 , Hans A. Kestler1

Age-related diseases can be caused by a multi-factorial combination of biomarkers which
can only be detected with bioinformatic techniques. The major ingredient in this context
are biomarker selection strategies that allow for extracting interpretable decision rules
from high-dimensional marker profiles. Selecting valuable biomarkers, these strategies
suggest potential hypotheses on the molecular background of a phenotype or disease.
Often, these hypotheses will not be unique – several candidate biomarker combinations
and explanations exist.
In this work, we provide an ensemble feature selection technique and a parameter tuning
setup for its adaptation to different selection problems. The ensemble feature selection
technique is based on a genetic algorithm with diversity preserving methods and aims
at sparsely overlapping marker combinations. The fitness of an individual marker combination is determined by a correlation-based measure. The final ensembles of marker
combinations are evaluated as multi-classifier systems.
Population-based optimization techniques like genetic algorithms allow a large degree of
customisation. The choice of suitable operators or parameter values is not evident. In
this situation automatic tuning methods are favoured over manual selection. We employ
irace for parameter tuning of the genetic algorithm and parallelise the algorithm runs on
remote computation servers via the Sputnik library.
Finding a configuration for the genetic algorithm that achieves good performance for the
general marker selection problem is a main goal. Hence, the approach is evaluated on
multiple cancer datasets using a cross-validation scheme over datasets. The tuning is carried out on the training datasets. The best-found algorithm configuration is used to find
and evaluate biomarker combinations on the remaining test datasets in a cross-validation
setup.
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Identifying conserved gene signatures among species
Lea Siegle1,2 , Ludwig Lausser1 , Hans A. Kestler1

Animal models are typically applied as surrogate test subjects in drug development. An
assumption made when experimenting with animals is that the molecular processes of an
animal react in similar ways as their human equivalents so the results can be linked back
to the molecular processes in humans. Thus, the identification of conserved molecular
processes and comparable geno- and phenotypes can improve not only the efficacy of
experimental test procedures but also help in linking similar or identical processes (and
their modifications under experimental conditions) between different species.
In this project, we analyze gene expression profiles of humans patients and rodent animal
models in parallel that show comparable phenotypes. These experiments are interlinked
via a combined feature selection process that provides a common gene signature to both
individual setups. The gene signature is adapted according to classification experiments
on both species. It therefore can be seen as a candidate list of conserved biomarkers.
The feature selection method will be tested on publicly available pairs of microarray
datasets [1]. The accuracies achieved in paired 10 × 10 cross validation experiments and
the stability of the identified signatures [2] will be characterized.
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Detecting drug targets by the functional analysis of
ligand binding effects on protein thermostability
Dorothee Childs1 , Karsten Bach2 , Holger Franken3 , Nils Kurzawa1 , Mikhail Savitski1
and Wolfgang Huber1

Detecting the targets of a drug is an important challenge in drug research. Thermal proteome profiling (TPP) addresses this need by inferring drug engagement from changes in
protein thermostability in a high-throughput manner [1, 2]. Until now, TPP data analysis
has been limited by the requirement to summarise temperature-dependent denaturation
by a single parameter, the melting point. Drug engagement effects are typically identified
based on changes in this parameter estimate. However, this strategy misses targets for
which treatment effects are not well represented by melting point shifts, or which follow
non-monotonic response curves. To overcome these limitations, we present a functional
approach that compares curves instead of summary parameters. It projects the data to
a space of smooth functions and then infers treatment effects by a moderated F-statistic
[3,4,5]. Our method outperformed the traditional parameter-centric approach with regard to specificity and sensitivity on three independent datasets. We could correctly
detect cancer drug targets for which ligand binding was not reflected by melting point
shifts, or whose melting curves deviated from the commonly applied sigmoid model in
the cellular environment. We hope that the proposed approach will aid the detection of
novel targets and off-targets of drugs with to date unexplained mechanisms of action or
side effects.
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Cell-type Deconvolution Optimization
Franziska Görtler1

Immune infiltrates of tumors affect progression of disease and response to treatment.
Thus profiling the cellular composition of immune infiltrates might yield novel biomarkers
to support treatment decisions. Statistical deconvolution methods have been suggested
to reverse engineer specific cell proportions from gene expression profiles of cell mixtures
(Gong et al. 2013, Newman et al. 2015, Altboum et al. 2014)). Given a reference matrix
X of methylation profiles from sorted immune cell populations one is interested in and a
tissue cell mixture profile y, we have y = bX + R, where b is the vector of relative cellular
proportions and R a residuum. R integrates signals from cells that are not represented
in X, regulation of genes in the immune cells, and measurement noise. Solving for b or
minimizing the residuum is straight forward, but does not yield a correct deconvolution
because the signals in the residuum should not be expected to be small for the majority
of genes. The expression of genes expressed in tumor cells, fibroblasts or any other cell
type not covered by X can not be explained by b, nor can the expression of genes that
are strongly regulated in immune cells. Therefore we face the challenge to select a small
set of genes with the property that they are not expressed in non-modeled cells and
constantly expressed in the modeled immune cells. For these genes the residuum R is
dominated by unbiased noise and the deconvolution model should yield valid estimates
of the immune cell composition of a tumor.
Our approach to gene selection is model based. Gene sets that have the desired properties
yield correct predictions of changes of immune cell fractions. The optimal gene set for
deconvolution is numericaly calculated by maximizing the correlation between real and
calculated cell-type proportions.
For its calculation I use a simulated annealer for optimizing the gene set which is best
for deconvolution of the cell-types of interest. Using continuous gene weights between
zero, gene is not useful for deconvolution, and one, means gene is very useful, leads to
better results compared with just using gene is on or off. Furthermore, we take into
account that cells are usually not in isolation. They are embedded in e.g. tissue. This
is achieved by simulations that digitally mix cells with bulk. Based on this data we
deduce a deconvolution model with improved predictive performance. This we could also
validate on experimental data from Altboum et al.
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